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Abstract. The synthesis of regional (urban) road transport freight system topological structure enables the assessment 
of impact exercised by various structural characteristics on the functioning of the system. For this reason the quality of 
project solutions in the stage of system structural synthesis increases. 
Models of optimisation and simulation (included into the simulation procedure of optimisation of topological structure) 
have other possibilities as well. For instance, simulation model enables the solution of such various objectives of func
tional analysis of systems as, for example, the efficiency comparison analysis of stability of structure undergoing the 
changes of meanings of system parameters, the analysis of managing impacts of various types, loading technologies, 
etc. 
Keywords: road transport freight, the simulation procedure of optimizing. 

1. Introduction 

Among other things, the technology of transpor
tation involves the provision of services, i.e. freight haul
age. Services embrace major operations (transpor-tation 
or haulage) and minor procedures (loading, un-loading, 
storage, control, documentation, etc.). The efficiency of 
technological operations may be defined in the terms of 
the following factors: consumption of energy and mate
rials per tonlkrn and quality and intensity of hauls. More
over, technological operations of haulage should ensure 
safety of goods and be environmentally - friendly. 

To improve the technology of transportation may 
seem as simple as to replace old transport facilities with 
the new ones. However, even the most advanced trans
port facilities may be not efficiently used. Therefore, the 
overall technological process of transportation should be 
improved. To achieve this numerous tests should be con
ducted, involving the determination of flows of goods, 
their constant control and forecasting, road network and 
traffic optimization, etc. The problems of improving 
freight transportation in long hauls and the carriage of 
20-40 tons of goods were analysed in [1-5]. However, 
the analysis of carriage of goods of 50-1500 kg over small 
areas by transport facilities, say in the city, with the bottle
necks on the roads and ecological limitations in force, 

*) Discussion of the results of the programme ,Transport: tech
nologies, economic, environment, health. 

has not been practically made. In the present investiga
tion some solutions to the above problems are offered. 

2. Major Solutions and Suggestions 

To determine the rational structure of the park of 
motor vehicles and the organizational form oftransport
tation the analysis of freight volume and the particular 
consignments in terms of time should be made. Since 
the carriage demand and consignment volume are ran
dom variables, their analysis in terms of time should be 
based on mathematical statistical data. 

The structural analysis of the freight flows made 
allowed us to select and correct the methods of forecast
ing the flows of goods. It has been shown that forecast
ing based on mathematical expectation is the most ap
propriate. Statistical prediction based on a single point is 
less accurate. 

In modelling transport networks and flows of traf
fic and goods a non - parametric approach to evaluating 
random factors seems to be more appropriate, because it 
has more advantages compared with the parametric ap
proach. First, when the density of flows distribution is 
changing in time, the sufficiently accurate approxima
tion is still practically feasible; second, this approach is 
not so error - sensitive in respect to the data used. After 
some time the statistical data on the flows of freight and 
vehicles should be updated and expanded. The larger the 
amount of information, the more expensive its storage, 
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therefore, the required statistical evaluation should be 
made for the minimum amount of data. For this purpose 
mathematical models needed for the storage of statisti
cal data have been developed and validated. The models 
were also developed for other cases, when the distribu
tion density of random factors is determined in the fol
lowing way: 

a) by Bayas method; 
b) by normal distribution; 
c) by logarithmic normal distribution; 
d) by non - logarithmic distribution; 
e) by Veibool distribution. 
Algorithms for setting the minimum amounts of data 

have been developed for the cases described above. 
The synthesis of the regional (urban) system topo

logical structure of freight road transport facilities allows 
us to assess the impact of various structural characteris
tics of the system on its performance. This leads to the 
increase of steps of synthesizing the structure of the de
sign solution quality evaluation system. 

Optimization and simulation models included into 
the simulation procedure of optimization may be used 
for other purposes as well. For example, the simulation 
model may be applied solving various problems of func
tional analysis of the system, such as the investigation of 
the stability of the structure with varying values of the 
system parameters as well as the comparative analysis 
of the impacts produced by major factors, loading tech
nologies, etc. 

The algorithm offered allows the operator to opti
mally determine the required average number of trans
port facilities according to the functioning capacities of 
the park of vehicles. 

The methods of determining the optimal number of 
consignments and the way of transportation, when the 
total storage and carriage expenses are taken as an 
optimality criterion, are offered. An algorithm to opti
mize the road network connecting the stores has also been 
developed. In testing the algorithm it has been found that 
if the distribution density of the efficiency function is 
sufficiently high in the extremum zone, an independent 
random search is rather effective, even compared with 
the most of regular methods. First, the number of the 
variants considered is 200-500. Second, a lot of the vari
ants close to the global extremum can be identified, 
which, in most cases, may be interpreted as the uncer
tainty zone in further analysis of the incomplete initial 
data. Usually the above zone is determined by 
multicriteria optimization applying the regular methods. 

A model of distribution of warehouses in the net
work of stores by optimizing transportation of goods has 
been developed. The efficiency function of the model 
consists of the following: fixed construction costs oflarge 
and small warehouses; variable costs of raw materials 
and carriage of goods from the warehouse to the store. 

The conducted experimental research into the freight 
flows allows us to expand the theory of freight flows 
adding the following cases to which it may be applied: 

a) in general, to a multiple freight flow; 
b) to a multiple freight flow with one freight sen-

der; 
c) to maximizing the flow by minimizing the dis

tance of carriage; 
d) to multiple freight flows at minimum cost of 

transportation. 
In theoretical analysis the relevant theorems have 

been proved with the actual examples provided. 
Now let us consider in more detail the simulation 

procedure of optimization of the topological structure of 
a regional freight road transport system (KKTRS). 

3. Synthesis of the Topological Structure of Road 
Freight Transport Regional (Urban) System 

In designing a logistics center of transport distribu
tion the topological structure of the area which is ser
viced by this centre should be worked out. In the above 
structure a number of the local warehouses, their capac
ity and location in the zone as well as the settlements (or 
the particular urban areas) which will be serviced by the 
particular warehouses, for instance, by those belonging 
to a commercial enterprise "MAXIMA", should be pro
vided for. 

For example, the network of the settlement (town) 
roads for freight transportation is expressed by the ma
trix D =II dii'll, where du' are the shortest routes in the 
road network between the i-th and the i' -th points; 
dii' = di'i . The amount of goods to be carried in the par
ticular region serviced by the particular company is also 
determined by the matrix A K = ' aii' I; , where aii' is the 
flow of goods from point i to point i' . The purpose of 
the topological synthesis of freight road transport sys
tem embracing a set of commercial enterprises in the re
gion En, the route between the points D and the flow of 
goods A k , is to divide the settlements of a region into 

zones serviced by the warehouses 

E{ ~Ei =En, Ei nEj' = 0 Jand to determine the 

location of warehouses within zones E1 , minimizing the 
costs of goods transportation in the region. This is ex
pressed in the following way: 

L L LC!dii'Xi}Xi'j' + L L L LC2dkk'YkjYk'j' + 
jEJ iEfi'Ef }EJ j'EJ kEf k'Ef 

L }:.aii'xijXi'j' + L L L Lc!dkk'Yk'j + 
iEfi'Ef jEJ j'EJ kEf k'Efj 

(1) 

here, xi} = 1 ifthe point i enters zone j of the warehou-
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se; in the opposite case xi} = 0; Yij = 1, if the warehouse 
is located at the point i; for the opposite case- Yij = 0 ; 
c1 - cost of goods transportation by low or medium 
functional capacity vehicles; c2 -cost of transportation 
by high functional capacity lorries and trailers; J- a set 
of warehouse indices; I i -a set of indices of settlements 
in the j-th warehouse zone; N- a set of indices of the 
region settlements where warehouses may be located. 

The first term in the formula ( 1) expresses the cost 
of goods transportation within a zone, while the 2-nd term 
denotes the cost of goods transportation ·fr.om one ware
house to another, and the 3-d- the cost of goods carriage 
to and from the warehouse. 

The synthesis of the topological structure of a freight 
road transport regional system (KKTRS) is performed 
solving two problems: 

a) the distribution of a set of points supplying and 
receiving goods according to the zones serviced by the 
particular warehouses, minimizing the total freight flows 
disbalance between the warehouses; 

b) determining the location of the warehouse within 
a zone, minimizing the total volume of work of deliver
ing goods to a warehouse and taking them out of it. The 
total dis balance of cross - hauls will be the optimization 
criterion of the problem a, because this is the main cause 

why the functional capacity of vehicles and the hauls are 

not used to full advantage. 

Let ~ = { Eil i = 1, 2n} be a family of all EJ sub

setsofaregionsetofpoints EP ={l,2, ... ,i, ... ,n} Here, 

n is the number of points in the region. In order to ex
plain the k-th expansion of the set EP, let us introduce 

the set 1 k which is such a set with the index E J that 

U = EP, E j n E j' = 0, Vi, J' E 1 K. Then, the k
}Elk 
th expansion of the set EP is such a subfamily 

Pk (Pk c R) that Pk = {E J I j E 1 k J, where 1 k means a 

subset E J of the expansion. The dis balance of cross -

flows of goods of the warehouse of the zone serviced by 
the warehouse j will be as follows: 

a. J = I. I. (aii' - ai'i ) 
iEEJ i'=EJ 

(2) 

here, aii' is the flow of goods from point i to point i' . 
The total disbalance among the warehouses in the 

system for the k-th expansion is determined in the fol
lowing way: 

(3) 

{

l,if j E 1 k> 

here, x = 

O,if j<l: h, 

here, J is a set of indices of the subset E J , the potential 
zones serviced by warehouses. 

In fonnalizing the problem of the system structure 
synthesis the requirements to structural and functional 
KKTRS parameters are stated by the constraints of two 
types: 1) the constants of structural parameters of the 
system are commonly expressed by the analytical ex
pression; 2) algorithmic expression is mostly used for 
functional parameters requirements (the sophisticated 
relationships of these parameters can not be expressed 
analytically). 

The following analytically expressed constraints can 
be suggested: 

The requirements that the subsets do not cross each 
other and cover the whole sets of the region points: 

I_tijxj=l, iEEP, 
}EJ 

l
l,if iE E1, 

here, tu = 
0, if i <i: E1. 

(4) 

The number of the region warehouses serviced is: 

Q t < ~ < Qt min- L...Xj- max, (5) 
jEJ 

here, Q{run, Q:nax - pennissible and maximum numbers 
of warehouse zones in the system for the warehouse 
number in each zone: 

L bitij ;:::: 1, j E 1, 
iEEP 

(6) 

{

1, if a warehouse may be set up at point i, 

here, bi = 
0- for the opposite case; 

G:run :::; L tij :::; G~ax, j E 1 , (7) 
iEEP 

here, c:run, G~ax - permissible minimum and maxi
mum numbers of points in a warehouse zone: 

(8) 

for the length of the route between warehouse j and the 
points of its zone: 

dii' :::;z!.r, vi':bo =1, jE 1, iE Ep, (9) 

here, 4 is the pennissible length of route between the 
warehouse j and the points of its zone; the total volume 
of goods in a flow handled in warehouse j: 
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here, Pi - the capacity of the terminal j allowing to 
handle goods in the period of time 'tm. 

4. The Simulation Procedure of Optimizing the To
pological Structure of Freight Road Transport Re
gional System (KKTRS) 

In general the simulation procedure of optimizing 
KKTRS topological structure consists of the following 
major steps: 

1) generation of the particular variant of the struc
ture; 

2) checking of the compliance of the variant with 
the stated analytical constraints; 

3) computer- aided experiment with the simula
tion model of the structural variant with permissible ana
lytical constraints. 

The optimization algorithm of the simulation pro
cedure consists of two optimization models. 

A special algorithm generates the initial family of 

the subset Rv = {E i I Ei , j E I} and selects all E i E R . 

Then, the algorithm is implemented in the following 

blocks: 
Block I. The initiation of the simulation procedure 

of optimization. Let S i = ~ ltj = 1} be a set of the sepa
rate elements of the j-th column indices of 

T matrix; Ri = {j tu = 1} be a set of the separate 

elements of the i-th row of T matrix; 

W={j xi =1, v1 :tiJ =1~ W= IJu =1}-asetofthe 
jEw 

indices of variables of a partial solution; 

Sw+{y· L.Ju=l}= U SJ -alotpoint; V=Q-Sw; 
.J=W JEW 

X m = {s i xi = 1} - a set of points of solution of prob-

lem a (the m-th variant of the division of the points 

serviced by a warehouse into zones); 

V=Q-Sw; Ym =Wyij =1}- optimal solution of the 
problem b of the variant xm expansion; 
Xm = {XmYm} -the m-thvariantofthesystemtopo

logical structure; x = {X m} - a family of the obtained 

variants of the topological structure; H- the current value 

of the efficiency function maximum; F(w) = La i -the 
jEw 

current value of partial solution of the efficiency func-

tion; F(X m )-the value of the complete solution of the 

efficiency function. First, W = S w = 0 , v = Q , X = 0 

are determined. Then, the 2-nd block is handled. 
The 2-nd block. Generation of the family Rv . The 

matrix T = i lu :: is generated, with every j-th column 
corresponding to the set E 1 E E and being n the com
ponential cortege < lij, ... , lnj > above the set {0,1}. 
Then all lexicographically arranged i componential cor
teges V = 1, n) satisfying the specified constraints are 
generated. All the corteges are checked satisfying the 
constraints. If so, the value a J of the cortege is calcu
lated and included into the matrix T. In the opposite case, 
another cortege is generated. Then we go on to the 3-d 
block. 

The 3-d block. The matrix B is transformed. The 
columns S J are included into the lists Li . S J is in
cluded into the list Li then and only then, when 
tlJ = tz} = ... = t(i-l)J = 0, while tu = 1. S J of eachj
th list is transformed according to a J .Thus n lists are 
formed, while every set S J is included in only one list 
and some lists may be blank. Then, we go on to the 4-th 
block. 

The 4-th block. It is aimed to make a list Li* and 
column S J* E Li* . The number of the list is chosen as 
{' =pnn{i iE v}. The column Sj*, which 
min1_a J j E Li*] corresponds, is chosen from the list 

Li* . Then, we may go on to the 5-th block. 

The 5-th block. A variable to be introduced into the 
partial solution is determined. In the list Li* a J , such 
S n E Li* is sought (beginning with S j* in an ascending 
order) that swnsn =0 and F(w)+ai -5,H. If such 
Sn exists, the 7-th block is considered, if not, the 6-th 
block is handled. 

The 6-th block. If w = 0 , we may go on to the 14-
th block. If w "f:. 0 and S k is the last column in S w , 

then k is taken out of Wand S k out of S w . As a result 
the following changes take place: F(w):w=w {k}, 
F(w)= F(w)-ak and Sw = Sw/{i/iE Sd. Let i* be 
an index of the list containing S k . Then we go on to the 
5-th block. 

The 7-th block. A new variable Xn is introduced 
into the partial solution w = w U { n}, 
Sw = Sw U{i/iE Sn}, F(w)= F(w)+an. If Sw "f:. Q, 
we may go on to the 4-th block. If S w = Q , the 8-th block 
is handled. 

The 8-th block. A new expansion variant 

{w,Sw-}should be replaced. Then H = F(w), 

xm = {s j I jEw}, we may go on to the 9-th block. 

The 9-th block. The optimal arrangement of Y m 

variant for the obtained X m expansion version is deter
mined. In this way, the variant X m of the topological 
structure KKTRS, permissible within analytical con
straints X m = cr , is formed. Then, we go on to the 10-th 
block. 

The I 0-th block. The initiation of simulation. Chang
ing of the values of structural parameters of simulation 
according the structural variant X m , we go on to the 
11-th block. 
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The 11-th block. Simulation. The values kk, kr, 
Tm, 'tmi and v1 of the structural variant Xm are ob
tained. Then we go on to the 12-th block. 

The 12-th block. The variant X m of the structure 
may be tested as to its correspondence with 
algorithmically determined constraints. If X n E a 'then 
we go on to the 13-th block. If X n e; cr , we go on to the 
4-th block. 

The 13-th block. The variant of the structure 
X m : X == X U {X m }permissible according to all con
straints is fixed and the maximum H == F(X m) is 
changed. Then, we go on to the 5-th block. 

The 14-th block. Printing of the results. If X == 0 , 
then the suitable variants of the topological structure 
KKTRS have not been found. In the OJl_posite case the 
variants of the structure are such that F~Xopt.)== H. The 
work with the algorithm is over. 

Optimization and simulation models used in the 
procedure may have more applications. For example, the 
simulation model allows us to solve various problems of 
functional analysis of the systems, such as the study of 
the stability of the structure under the condition of vary
ing system parameters, the investigation of the effects of 
the most important factors, the analysis of the efficiency 
of various loading technologies, etc. 

5. Conclusions 

1. In big cities (Vilnius, Kaunas, etc.), large chains 
of stores should constantly study the flows of goods 
belonging to them as well as the flows of transport 
facilities delivering these goods to trade outlets and 
warehouses. Institutions of local government should 
control them and stimulate their interest in the rational 
solution of these problems. 

2. The algorithm for the optimisation of the local 
road network among the trade points is created. During 
the course of algorithm testing it was proved that if the 
purpose function meanings distribution density in an 
extremum zone is sufficiently large, the independent ran
dom search is efficient enough even in comparison with 
regular methods. Firstly, there are 200-500 analysed vari
ants. Secondly, it is found out how many variants (close 
to the global extremum), which in many cases may be 

interpreted as the zone of indeterminability, later assessed 
incomprehensive initial information. Usually such a zone 
is found by the way of multicritical optimisation with 
the application of regular methods. 

3. The model of dislocation of warehouses in the 
trade network is created in the way of optimisation of 
transportation of goods. In the model the purpose func
tion consists of: fixed costs of building large and small 
warehouses; the variable costs of stock and goods trans
portation between warehouses and trade points. 

4. The performed experimental research into 
freight flows supplements the theory with the following 
cases: 

a) for flows of most freight in general; 
b) for multiple freight flow with a common freight 

cons1gnor; 
c) maximisation of the flow by the minimisation 

of its transportation distance; 
d) for flows of most freights by the least costly 

transportation. 
In the course of theoretical research corresponding 

theorems were proved, the research basing on concrete 
practical examples. 
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